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About This Game

Its Disco Time.

The 80s are back!
Enter the Dancefloor and celebrate an 80s club party in VR.

Features

18 80s Style Music Tracks or use The InGame YouTube Browser

3 Clubs + Miami Style Street with entrances to the clubs

Interaction: Ask a Dancer for a dance, you can choose between 20 dance styles

7 Various effects like Slow Motion, Neon, Fog, Alcohol, Drawing and more

Fun Games like Dart, Bowling, Mini Basketball, Pool Billiard and Arcade Machine

Teleportation and Free (Slide) Locomotion VR
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Good one. Like it.. This game was buggy from the start, very prone to needing extreme trial-and-error to progress, and then is
an incomplete story on top of it all.

I decided to wait to file this review, hoping that the developer would finish the story. They have not, and there hasn't been any
movement or communication as to this project's end.

This game is dead, learn from our mistakes and get far, far away from this game.. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

MINIMUM:
Memory: 4 GB RAM

RECOMMENDED:
Memory: 16 MB RAM

So that means that my PC can't launch on minimun BUT I can launch it on recommended?! There must be some mistake right?
:D. Its a great game but when is the new update every one has the achevements but not the new update? why is that and tell me
when the update is done. its a great game about you being god and douing whatewer you want. An interesting game with a cool
80's aesthetic & nifty eerie sound design. Creaks and groans get me every time. The bad ending showed the result of an ever-
present fear even post-Cold War, with sad ghosts, Truly a game within a game. And I fully credit a great YouTuber,
ManlyBadassHero, for finding the solution to that very very clever "outside the box" good ending.. Aki and Mika are 100%
girlfriends. Also this game was worth it entirely just for Mako, everything else was a bonus.. That's a very welcome surprise!
Keep them coming!. Asteroids clone with some very minor upgrades. Weapons upgrades persist after death, but reset at the start
of each stage, which is frustrating. Get it on sale.. sick art game with better gameplay than most game games
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Fun says it all.. As its prequel, this is a simple horror game with awesoem visuals and a tragic story.

The souls in this game are more diverse than on the first, and the horror atmosphere is constant.

As its prequel, the game keeps its mechanic of distract/run for your life against the souls. However, this game has several more
items that can be used in your aid.
While death is often punishing, many times, as in its prequel, dying becomes an annoyance instead of dread.

Regardless of that, this is interesting enough to be worth playing.
. This game is a really nice chill game to play.

The art is amazing and the way you navigate through levels and through scenes allows for beautiful transitions and subtle themes
to be explored.

The sound design is fantastic as well, a lot of the sound/music appears to be made using voice and body with a few instrutments
thrown in.

It plays like a relaxing choose your own adventure book. It's a really nice game to just sit down, relax and enjoy some fun
characters with really fun quirky art and sound effects.
. Remember kids,
If you are trying having sex with a Femakazi.
Make shure you take her bombs first.. Not THAT bad but this one lacks ship customization\/weapons loadout and the story
mode is way too short. Your ship is way too big on the screen and the aliens fall in the "we're ALL kamikaze" category. There
are bullets to avoid but the biggest threat is the ships themselves. Some areas have bosses... models are fine but they don't give
you any satisfaction to take down, no visual on how damaged they are, no phases or transformations. The whole story mode is
bland and it feels like all levels are the same except for the background. Sometimes enemies come from the background,
ramming you from the depths of your screen as you're trying to figure out if you can even shoot them. I do love the ships firing
FROM the background.. it kinda sets the climate for war although you won't know at which point their projectiles can actually
hit you.

Other modes of play include "you shall not pass or i lose" where you fire a thin one shot kill laser on enemies that eventually
move faster horizontally than you can move vertically.

Then comes the blitz modes where you must kill a fixed amount of enemies to go to the next wave. In this mode you soon find
out that the screen is filled with ships that you can't kill with your strongest ship and your
big\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665get rammed by the swarm. Yes your hyper charges a little faster when not firing....
not firing, you're kidding right?

I'm sure some people will like this game but i think it's missing A LOT to even start to be interesting. There's some talent into
this game but i'm expecting more than this in 2015.. The name is straight to the point. You will be having fun on land, air and
sea. It is RC so "sea" is not the open ocean. You should not RC in the open ocean anyway as small things tend to look like food
or at least worth nibbling on to larger sea creatures. Back on topic, this is a "jack of all trades" that succedes in all of them. You
will not be complaining at all about this title as long as you have something other than the keyboard + mouse for controls. That
goes for most vehicle simulators so that is not a drawback. My low budget wheel and pedals worked (that is beyond fun in the
land and sea vehicles) which was a smile inducing suprise. You can (but realy shouldn't) fly with the wheel too but a cheap
controller will suffice. I am almost sure it will let You use any controller so those of You with a real Futaba or whatever...get the
usb adapter and this simulator. Without spoiling it, there is quite a bit of humor throughout RC Simulation 2.0 and there are
updates often enough to know it is not forgotten. Anything I left out is on purpose because one man made this all by himself and
RC Simulation 2.0 can speak for itself. It talks to me at times. This is a must have for anyone who likes to pilot miniature
vehicles. I recommend this to anyone who currently plays any RC title. I recommend this to anyone who owns or wants to own
high end RC cars, boats, planes and more. I also recommend this to anyone who wants to have the type of fun You can only
have when You live alone with no neighbors.. Game is really good but it\u2019s too short. I was left wanting more but the price
reflects the short length.
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